
 

Energy transition is dominated by myths
arising from beliefs in continuous economic
growth
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The Finnish energy transition is dominated by mental models drawing
from competition, hierarchy and continuous economic growth shows
Petra Berg's dissertation in the field of marketing at the University of
Vaasa.
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"Our mental models and beliefs are rooted in the prevailing worldview.
However, a sustainable energy transition would require a new kind of
thinking that is not currently given space in public discussions and is
even considered a bit foolish," Berg says.

In her dissertation, Berg has explored energy-related beliefs, mental
models, and ideologies through discourse analysis. She reveals how these
models manifest themselves as collective myths in the Finnish energy
agora.

The Energy Agora framework developed by Berg, refers to the market
square of ancient times, where all social matters were publicly debated.
In the Energy Agora, actors at different levels in society meet in
different roles and seek to influence each other's thinking. The
framework, therefore, looks at the issue from a systemic perspective,
involving actors in the roles of decision-makers to businesses and
citizens.

"The energy transition is dominated by different path dependencies. My
research looks at how mental models that sustain them are rooted in
culturally bound deep beliefs, which in turn draw their power from
timeless mythologies," Berg says.

Energy realities and mythical plots

Berg's findings show that similar mental models exist across the Energy
Agora, forming three energy realities: Traditional, In Transition and
Climate Emergency.

These realities compete in the Energy Agora following distinct plots
presented as five energy myths: The Rock Solid, a romance myth that
lives in the nostalgia of preferring the past; Big Brother, an ironic myth
that accepts change but does not trust appearances, Smart & Flexible, a
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comic myth that believes in the technological evolution; Rural
Resilience, a satiric myth that makes fun of transition visions; Global
Village, a tragedy myth that sees mankind doomed by their actions.

Speakers at different levels repeat the same mythical plots. Myths, on
the other hand, have their roots in shared deep beliefs about how our
reality is constructed. The study finds that myths shape the energy
marketing system. The Finnish market is shaped by those, whose myths
draw from competition, hierarchy and continuous economic growth, as
they are supported by the dominating worldview.

The dissertation provides insights and tools to support decision makers
and transition managers in their work by revealing dominant myths and
their paradigmal roots.

"Policy makers, business leaders and transition managers need to be
aware of what these mental lock-ins are and also their own blind spots
that might maintain unsustainable path dependence. Managing a
transformation requires a flexible mindset that with an understanding of
the beliefs upon which one's worldview is based," Berg says.

The planet is warming, the environment is being polluted and
biodiversity is declining. So solutions are needed. Berg has noticed that
there is a lot of talk about sustainability in society, but we are still
thinking in the old way.

"It is challenging to break away from mental models that maintain
unsustainable path dependence because we have been born into the
prevailing reality of economic growth in its current form. However, by
supporting the diversity of thinking and creating space for the unknown,
there is an opportunity to break current thought patterns," says Berg.

The dissertation consists of one empirical chapter and two empirical
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essays. The qualitative discourse analysis method has been applied in the
essays. The data has been so called raw data where different energy
related events in Finland have been recorded and transcribed. The three
separate sets have had a different focus, upon actors in the role of
consumers (micro level), businesses (meso level) and governance (macro
level).
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